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WHAT IS THE MEANING OF THE THAW IN THE CUBA-US RELATIONSHIP?
The US-CUBA thaw is walking step by step

MIAMI, 14.06.2016, 06:30 Time

USPA NEWS - The launch overboard of the defunct Soviet socialism to a new system give to Cuban people the sensation of a better
future. The Fabian socialism could be now in the minds of the Cuba´s government and therefore in a very closely political destiny.
Maybe this social order could be better than today´s.

President Barak Obama following the forgotten steps “Ping-Pong Diplomacy“� of Henry Kissinger in 1971 with China -also a
Communist country- threw in a figurative sense a ping-pong ball to the Cuban ruler Raul Castro, who let it go to fall into a basket of the
Cuban intelligence system, which is one of the best in the world. An example of the asseveration about Cuba´s Intelligence and the
care of their agents, is the pressure that the island government is making to release his best spy of the last 50 years: Ana Belen
Montez, whose name also sounds like the lyrics of a Cuban salsa rhythm.

“Cuba and the United States are discussing possible exchanges of prisoners, including the release of a woman considered one of the
most damaging spies in recent history“�- told US officials to NBC News.
Ana Belen Montez changed the cow by goat. She chose the Cuban social and economic way-of-life which would conduct her through
the only mode she can live in Cuba: get a piece of dirty space to sleep and a ration book of foods. The woman has to be a little crazy or
misinformed about Cuba and how its social system works. But, I suppose she said by herself: “Don´t look a gift-horse in the mouth.“�

The only thing she can enjoy in Cuba is the permanent Pachanga of the young people: music, beers, sex, and popular indolence.
Miami has a little contrary mode: some Cubans against any approaching to Cuba, but it is changing too, because there are Cubans
born in US and newcomers in favor of the interactions.
I believe President Obama thinks that is better to have the Cuban government close than to feel by far the drums-of-war always
playing. Even if they are lying.
Anyway, the ball went to the target conducting the secret content that it had: politics and intelligence penetration towards the new
Cuba and its fresh version: perhaps a Fabian socialism manipulated by the Cuban government.

For President Obama is better to have the Cuban government close than to feel by far the drums-of-war always playing. Anyway, the
ball went to the target conducting the secret content that it had: politics and intelligence penetration towards the new Cuba and its
fresh version: perhaps a Fabian socialism manipulated by the Cuban government. Raul Castro, has been studying the Chinese and
Vietnamese changing airs of the political restructures of these countries, and how the capitalist market is able to create wealth
controlled by the Communist Party of those nations.

He is trying very carefully a new economic paths to make adjustments from even the sale of seafood to tourists and passersby in the
private Paladares restaurants, up to the bright attraction of colored preservatives for a segment of young population who does not
want children. It is trying to build a parallel Cuba to the collapse of buildings. Furthermore, that strategy of "The Cuban community
abroad" of late seventies did not give the expected result. The fresh experiment in Cuba is imposed gradually, and with a true
conservative rigor which can be translate like the lyrics of the old Cuban salsa: “un pasito p´alante y otro p´atrÃ¡s“� (a small step
forward and another back).
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